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Envirosight Releases New Quickview airHD+ Sewer Assessment Camera. 
Next-gen design boasts enhanced Wi-Fi range, cloud connectivity and distance measurement. 

 

RANDOLPH, NJ—January 22, 2018— Zoom assessment cameras are used to help determine sewer condition, and the 
Quickview brand revolutionized the sewer inspection industry by providing rapid, affordable visual assessment capabilities 
in sewer lines, stormwater lines, catch basins and manholes. 
 
The new Quickview airHD+ makes assessment even easier and more detailed. It has all the features of its predecessor: 
wireless tablet-based control, HD video, remote height and tilt adjustment, and hands-free operation. In addition, it offers:  
 

• Enhanced WiFi: Dual-band (2.5/5.0 GHZ) communication offers improved bandwidth and stability. 

• Cloud Connectivity: Quickview software now uploads your inspection images and video directly to the cloud. 

• Measurement Tools: Measure the exact distance to observations using a laser rangefinder accessory, or measure 
the approximate distance using focus-based measurement.  
 

Current Quickview airHD owners will be able to upgrade their software for free to obtain the cloud connectivity and focus-
based measurement capabilities. 
 
“In a matter of minutes, a Quickview airHD+ operator can determine whether a pipe is in acceptable condition, or whether 
it needs, cleaning, repair or further inspection with a camera crawler,” explains Rich Lindner, president of Envirosight. “This 
latest model makes the product even more user-friendly while continuing to provide invaluable assessment.” 
 

About Envirosight LLC 

Randolph, New Jersey-based Envirosight, LLC provides sewer cameras and other pipeline inspection solutions to 

municipalities, contractors, departments of transportation, and civil/environmental engineers. Envirosight is a full-service 

manufacturer of robotic sewer inspection crawlers, zoom cameras, push cameras, inspection reporting and asset 

management software, and inspection vehicles. Envirosight is committed to ongoing innovation, delivering products that 

enhance user productivity and inspection detail. Envirosight serves customers through a trained network of regional sales 

partners who deliver localized support and expertise with rapid turnaround. All Envirosight technical employees hold 

NASSCO PACP certification. Visit Envirosight online at www.envirosight.com 
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